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We were most sorry to hear of thz Gad 
death of Mario Aiello in October 1976. 
We give Gigina Aiello all our sympathy 
and are glad to have the privilege of 
publishing some. of Go’s last work. 
Abstract. An axiomatization in LCF of a substantial subset of P.UCAL (in&ding I/O) is 
presented. The syntax of such a subset is introduced and the LCF axioms defining the 
corresponding mjlemantics are discussed. Sample theorems about the semantic definitions are 
shown. 
As an exampIe of use of this axiomatization for proving properties of programs (whth a machine 
checked proof), we present the correctness of a program for the “McCarthy Airiine” reservation 
system. An intcresting aspect of such a program is that it deals with a potentially infinite secauence 
of inputs. An ECF theorem asserting its (partial) correctness is then presented, with its proof, 
carried out using the Stanford LCF proof checker. 
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forward way. In fact, it is our opinion that only a machine checked proof can 
guarantee the reliability of large progrtims, since the task of removing bugs from 
large proofs is at least as hard as that of debugging large programs. 
The mechanized logic we have chosen for our experiment is LCF (Logic for 
Computable Functions). LCF is the name of both a logical calculus and a proof 
checker for an alleged proof in the logic. IIt could be described as an equation 
calculus based on terms in the typed A-calculus, whose most powerful rule of 
inference is Kleene’s first recursion theorem stated as a rule [17]. Using this 
language in the mathematical theory of computation was first suggested by Scott. 
Its formal properties are described in [25,26]; a short description of its syntax and 
of its abbreviation conventions is reported in Appendix 1. 
The logic LCF has been implemented by Milner in 1972 in the form of a proof 
checker (the more appropriate name “proof generator” has been recently 
suggested) [24]. This mechanized logic was first used by Milner and Weyhrauch for 
proving the correctness of a compiler [28] and of programs in a simple but complete 
(in the sense: of 1s)) programming language [43]. Newey provided a basis of axioms 
and theorems valid in LCF [29], proved the correctness of a LISP interpreter and 
gave ideas on how to prove the correctness of a LISP compiler [30]. The work 
presented in [43] was extended in iI] to a programming language including some 
more features such as procedure statements and local variables, and to prove the 
correctness of some simple programs. 
On the basis of these experiences we started the work reported in this paper. One 
of our original aims was to determine the order of magnitude of the problem of 
giving an axiomatic treatment in LCF of an established programming language with 
a sizable user community. 
Our work has shown that the task is more manageable than originally thought. 
We have axiomatized, a substantial subset of PASCAL [15,44,45] (see Section 2), 
namely all of the arithmetic part of PASCAL including such features as declarations, 
input/output, different kinds of parameter bindings and control structures. 
Our desire for axiomatizing all aspects of a programming language is not simply a 
matter of !aeing complete, but represents a philosophy about what kinds of 
questions the mathematical theory of computation should ask. Most of the work to 
date on the correctness and equivalence of programs has actually only dealt with 
su*!:ie of their extensiorral properties, by ignoring some features that usually are not 
considered to be part of the algorithm, but are extremely relevant =when building 
programs in an actual programming language. For example, input/output or the 
elect of declarations are often igncied; conversely we think that they cannot be 
ignored in any theory of correctness that hopes to be practical. In fact, as soon as we 
y+ritten i  a given programming language, will run or not or 
le or not we cannot restrict our attention only to the 
orrectnessof a ~~sc~~program 
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for a simple reservation system: that for the “McCarthy Airline”. It is new in that it 
treats an interactive program which has a potentially infinite number of inputs. We 
chose to work out the McCarthy reservation system as an example because we 
believe the treatment of interactive programs is another area which a vital 
mathematical theory of computation must consider. 
The problem of proving the correctness of a reservation system has been 
schematized in this way: (1) requests arrive one at a time, namely the input is a 
sequence; (2) at each point of time the output produced is correct, i.e. the 
reservation of the seats and the waiting list are correctly updated, depending, on the 
inputs. Our idea on how to treat the correctness of continuously interactive 
programs is to consider them as functions from sequences of inputs to sequences of 
outputs. If the processes we are considering are continuous, that if, if some initial 
sequence of outputs is completely determined after some fixed number of input!: 
then equivalently we need only demonstrate that each finite initial segment of tki, 
input sequence gives the correct initial segment of outputs. Basically this idea has 
been used in intuitionistic theories of free choice sequences as developed by 
. Brouwer and Ueene (see [US]). 
We end this introduction presenting some more motivations and comments. 
First of all it is evident that large programs cannot be proved correct starting 
from scratch. Research in artificial intelligence has shown that a large basis of 
knowledge about the “world” under consideration is needed in order to carry out 
non-trivial deductions and to prove interesting facts. Hence, it is our opinion that a 
starting point towards the feasibility of proofs of correctness for large programs is 
the construction ol a basis of theorems stating properties of the data upon which 
programs act and properties of the programming language under consideration. 
This base of knowledge will be used in the construction of proofs of properties of 
programs, for instance in the form of theorems to be used as auxiliary deduction 
and simplifica?ion rules. LCF is a good framework to state (and prove) properties 
not only of whole programs, but of statements i.e. parts of programs, and a!so of the 
entire semantics of the language. Indeed, equivalence theorems between different 
programming language constructs may be proved, then properties of different but 
equivalent constructs may be used indifferently in building proofs. 
Another aim was to check the practical utility of LCF (here we mean both the 
logic and the checker). LCF has shown limitations mainly in representing some data 
types, e.g. real numbers (see the discussion in [42]). Even the ariomatization of 
arithmetic in ICF, although adequate, is both nonstandard 2nd frequently hard to 
use f29]. The proof-checker LCF has shown to be a quite effective tool for building 
proofs. Those presented in this paper are examples of the size of proofs that can be 
built, certainly it is not a limit. 
A further motivation for starting ,the work described in this paper was to have 
eventually Gle possibility of comparing the effectiveness of LCF witPI other 
frameworks in which to express methods of assigning meaning to programs. The 
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existence of VCG [14] for P.ASCAL (based on the axiomatic definition of [13]) was 
also a reason for the: choice of the language to be axiomatized. However, the main 
motivation for choosing PASCAL has been the fact that it is considered (although 
criticized and counter-rzriticized [7,10,19]) a good AiGOL-like language. Even 
though some conflicts among PASCAL features may be criticized [2], we consider 
PASCAL a well designed language. One possible reason for some “bad feature” is the 
fact that its designer, at the time, lacked a formalism strong enough for its 
description. We join Hoare and Wirth in saying (see [/3]) that: 
The attempt to construct a set of abstract rules rigorously defining the meaning of a language may 
reveal irregularities of structure or machine dependent features. Thus the development of a formal 
definition may assist in better language design. 
To this we want to add our opinion that a formal system, in order to help in defining 
(and designing) a programming language, should allow both to define its features 
and to talk about their properties in a straightforward way. In this manner 
properties of programming languages, usually described informally, can be made 
explicit as statements in the formal system (for example, in the form of LCF 
theorems). From this point of view, even with the above discussed limitations, LCF 
has revealed a good framework for talking about semantics of programming 
languages, since it is a natural environment in which to talk about recursive 
functions and to carry out proofs by induction on r’ecursively defined functions. 
Certainly, the expressive power of LCF may be enhanced for instance with a richer 
type structure, as [27] proposes. 
The axiomatization of PASCAL presented in this paper has been worked out 
having always in mind its effectiveness, namely its practical utility in building 
straightforward proofs. It is our opinion in fact that an axiomatization is adequate 
and satisfactory if it allows trivial facts to have trivial proofs, The axiomatization of 
PASCAL presented in the following sections has settled down after some trials. More 
than once the definition of the semantics of some construct has been changed, not 
because the old one seemed: not to characterize what we expected the construct o 
mean, but just because another formulation -seemingly equivalent - allowed 
the moment, we consider our experience not sufficient for saying definitely 
d the right level of abstraction) to express facts about 
n fact we want a semantics to be practically useful for 
ing properties of programs, providing hints to implementors of the language, 
so on. A comparative study about ways of defining 3 semantics for program- 
e environment has still to be done. Some comparisons 
3,371 are included in Section 
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~i~~at~~ation PASCAL in LCF 
The axiomatization of PASCAL. consists of two parts: the syntax and the semantics. 
2.1. The syntax 
1% complete description of the syntax of the subset of PASCAL axiomatized in LCF 
is presented in Appendix 2. This definition, given in an extended BNF, has been 
inciuded with a threefold purpose: 
f 1) to help the reader not familiar with PASCAL to get an idea of what the 
programs we deal with look like; 
(2) to help the reader familiar with PASCAL. to see what has been included and 
which features of the full PASCAL have been left out; 
(3) to give the reader the feeling that the subset of PASCAL dealt with in our 
axiomatization is not so small as to make it a toy langauge. 
In Appendix 2 we have attempted to be as close as possible to the BNF definition 
of the syntax of PASCAL given in 11544,451 mostly for the choice of names of 
syntactic notions. ‘The syntactic definition of PASCAL we give, noticeably differs from 
that of [IS, 44,451 in the definition of expressions. We have distinguished between 
arithmetic and boolean expressions because, in the definition of the semantics, we 
have used two semantic functions for giving them a meaning, namely MEXPR and 
MBEXPR (see Section 2.2 for their definition and some comments). In defining the 
syntactic notions of arithmetic and boolean expressions we have followed a 
different style than that used for defining expressions in [is, 44,451, since we 
wanted these definitions to be as straightforward as possible, and we are not at all 
concerned with the problem of avoiding redundant parentheses in the concrete2 
n%epresentation of expressions. 
As it appears from the definition given in Appendix 2, the *main limitations of our 
subset of PASCAL concern the data types: we deal only with the type integer, leaving 
out the types real, boolean and char, and any other scalar type, but the type 
subrange (of i tegers). Among the structured types, we consider only az- 
dimensional arrays (for every n), whose components are integers or other arrays. 
We have omitted the type record, set and file.3 Our subset of PASCAL includes type 
definitions, comersely it does not include constant definitions. 
We have no limitations in procedure or function declarations, but we have 
omitted forward declarations. Forward declarations have been introduced in 
PASCAL in 1151. They are useful when compiling mutually recursive procedures. 
’ Here “concrete” is o posed to “abstract”. By concrete representation of expressions we mean t 
representation in string form, i.e. the form that is accepte by a parser for the language. The notion of 
abstract sy.,tax wiil be discussed in the following of this same section. 
3 Only two standard files are considered, as shown in Section 2.2, namely an input and an output file. 
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They have not been included into our axiomatization, because they were not 
present in PASCAL when the work here reported has been done. However their 
addition presents no conceptual difficulty. 
concerning the statement part of programs, we have the following limitations: 
(I) among simple statements: 
(i) assignments may be done only to “s&ar” variables, i.e. we do not allow 
assignments of arrays,4 
(ii) g~to’s are omitted; 
(2) among structured statements: 
(i) the case and with statements are omitted.’ 
The definition given in Appendix 2 shows that, in our axiomatization, the full 
generality of PASCAL has been d.eaft with for what concerns, among other features, 
ive statements and the use of functions and procedures with any kind of 
e remind readers not familiar with P_~SCAL that this langauge, like ALGOL, has a 
lock structure, but-unlike ALGOL -each block coincides with a procedure or 
function body. In other words, each procedure or function is a block with its 
declaration and statement part, a program being a procedure with two standard 
parameters: an input and an output file. Moreover note that, in PASCAL, functions 
(activated whenever in an expression a function designator appears) are not 
ailowed to produce side effd:cts. 
The choice of restrictions on PASUL has been made in order to avoid too many 
details in an axiomatization ithat is rather complex, due to the “non-toy” nature of 
the plrobfem. We LUSS, however, the fact that -as already noted-the nature of 
the missing features does not raise doubts about the possibility of adding them in a 
way which still allows a straightforward use of the entire axiomatization for 
proofs by machine.” 
“‘E&is limitation is not apparent in the context-free grammar of Appendix 2. It will appear when 
d~~~~~ng the semantic function for assignment statements. 
‘The case and with statements Slave been omitted because the former is only a generalization of the 
~t~tem,ent if, and the fatter is not useful when integers and arrays are the only data types allowed. Their 
~ddi~j~~ presents no conceptual difficulties and entails no changes in the semantics of the other PASCAL 
c definition of the rest of the 
ealt with In an earlier work 
ement, which, for goto-free 
machine checked proof reported in [2]) equivaient to the more 
in this paper. Two semantic functions 4 and 4’ are equivalent on a 
ame “meaning” function to 
the pointer type. We have 
n to the arithmetic part of 
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The axiomatization of the syntax of PASCAL in LCF : %.uiisists in associating an LC’F 
term with each syntactic onstruct. Th=: iCF syntax for PASCAL is in abstract analyric 
form, using the style and nomenclature introduced by [21] and then used i:; most 
works on the SZZ-?!Y.~.+~ of programming languages (see, for instance [28,43j, the 
idea of an abstract syntax for programs is also used in the Vienna method [2Q]), In 
order to define the syntax of PASCAL in abstract analytic form, we have chosen a set 
ct syntactic notions” (or syntactic types; they 2~e about 30 and corres- 
pond to some of the nonterminals of the grammar given In Appendix 2). With each 
abstract syntactic notion is associated an identifying predicate and functions for 
retrieving its constituent parts. To be more explicit we give an cxam?le: blocks are 
abstractI; defined as objects which are identified by the predicate isblock, and 
whose ‘mmediate components are retrieved by the two selector functions declof 
and st.atmof (mnenmonics for declarations and statements, respectively). Objects 
which satisfy the predicate isblock are represented (in this abstract form) as 
assembled by the constructor function mkblock and they are given syntactic type 
-BL. in fact, in this axiomatization we follow [43] and associate with each syntactic 
type an LCF individua! (an identifier): in the case of blocks, the identifier -BL. 
Note that, here we are using the word “type” to mean neither a type of LCF, nor a 
(data) Type of PASCAL, but an abstract notion of the PASCAL syntax. Hence the LCF 
axioms for defining blot*ks and retrieving their immediate components are: 
Qd s. type(mkSlock d s) = -BL, 
Qd su declof(mkblock d S)I = d, 
Qd s statmof(mkblock d :r) = s, 
VX isblock x ,= typ-” x L: -BL 
(the two bars 
As further 
equaliry is a monotonic equality axiomatized 
example, consider procedure declarations: 
in LCF in [29]). 
‘dn ps. type(mkproc ccl rl ps) = -PD,+ 
Yn ps. namof(mkprocdec1 n ps) = n, 
Vn ps. prspof(mkprocdec1 n ps) = ps, 
Vx. isprocdecl x = (type x = -PD), 
vf b, type(mkprspec f b) = -PS, 
Vf 6. fargof(m procspec f b) = j, 
Vf b. Fodyof(mkprocspec f b) = b, 
Qx. isprocspcc x = (type x = -PS). 
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some contcxtuat ill-formedness is left to the semantics. It associates an undefined 
meaning with those constructs which violate some contextual constraints (e.g. a 
procedure statement with a mismatch between the number of formal and actual 
arguments). 
Tire list of at1 syntactic a:rzioms used in the construction of proofs is not reported 
in this paper because of its length (it may be found in [2]). We add only a few more 
comments about the abstract syntactic form of programs. Each compound construct 
(compound statement or group of declarations) has a list form, i.e. mkcmpnd 
operates like CONS in the construction of lists in LISP. The two selectors associated 
with it are fstof and rmdof (first-of and remainder-of, respectively) which operate as 
CAR and GDR in LISP. IIt is supposed that the part selected by fstof is never a 
mkcmpnd, i.e. the translation from concrete to abstract syntax gives the program 
the form of a fist of objects different from lists. 
e do not want to enter into details about the translation of PASCAL programs 
rnnrrete to abs?rac WV& Y1 t s yntactic form. It is obvious that this translation may be 
automatized, Our system for machine checking LCF proofs of properties of PASCAL 
programs expects the PASCAL program to be input ats an LCF term i#hich is a 
representation of the program in abstract syntactic form. The addition of a “parser” 
“concrete” PASCAL program and yields the LCF term which 
esents it abstract syntactically is only a routine work. 
2.2. The semapatics 
As said in the previous section, we restrict our attention to PASCAL programs 
which operate on integers. The meaning we assign to a program is thus a function 
m sequences of integers to sequences of integers: 
o . [h i . (INPUT @ PASCAL (p, o) B OUTPUT) (i)]] 
(For the syntax of LCF terms and for some abbreviation 
: i’ G5 --3 INTS - c INTS + INTS, or 
CS x INTS x INTS-, INTS,’ 
e domain of program texts and INTS is the domain of sequences 
3 can bc proved to be isomoup 
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input file is read out of this location whenever in a progra a read operation is 
encountered. Concerning the output location, it is used to store output data, 
whenever produce& by some write operation. Even though 9 is plausible to think 
that the evaluation of a program text is done in a store where the content of the 
output location is empty (i.e. initialized to some kind of “end-of-file” constant), we 
have chosen to initialize it to a variable output sequence since it makes it easier to 
build proofs by induction.” 
PO “factorize” the meaning function F’CJNCT into meaningful sub-functions we 
h.3: e introduced the notion of store (following the Strachey school, see for instance 
123,391, even though our notion of store has been influenced by the work of 
Bobrow [5]). Thus, the type of the functions appearing in the definition oE FUNCT 
Glay be written as: 
INPUT: INTS -+ INTS, 
PASCAL : PROGS x INTS x INTS --3 STORES, 
OUTPUT : STORES + INTS, 
yvhere INPUT is the identity function, OUTPUT retrieves from a given store the 
output sequence pnd PASCAL is defined as: 
PASCAL = [A p. fh o i. MP(p, 0, FRAMEO(i, o))j]. 
n the above definition FRAME0 is the function that sets up the initial store (i.e. 
the store where the program p is to be evaluated), by creating the input and output 
!ocations. Its type is: 
FRAME0 : IN’B x INTS -+ STORES. 
Thp, function MP (meaning of programs) has the following type 
MP : PROW x IN’TEGER x STORES -+ STORES. 
Given a program text, an integer rt specifying the frame where this text has to be 
evaluted and a store (where presumably a frame indexed by yt it; present). it gives a 
store as a result.’ 
FRAME0 and IAl/ilP are de!ined as? 
’ Jt is much better to h 3ve a universally quantified variable rhan a constant as the content of a Ioca~ion 
because, when proving iome property by induction, a universally quantified variable may be appro- 
priately instantiated in 13e induction ‘hypothesis. ;Tnformally, we may say that this happens when. in the 
“loop” we are inducting on, it is exacrly the conter,t of that location that is going to be modified. T 
an old trick used for r;laking more straightforward proofs (see for instance the proof of t 
correctness of the factorial in [43]). 
?The notion of frame is borrowed row at of store alt 
Strachey is not a store in the en5e of the St rachey 
into fra1nes: it WilP 
r s (for stores) does no ar explicitI: in the folIowing nition. Hr can be 
done since LCF is extensional, i.e. Ax. f(x) = f, where f is a metava! ;;l hlc which stands for any LCF term 
not containing free CPccurrences of x. 
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FRAMEO=hio.[hf.f==0+ 
[A lot . lot = fileloc INP + INTERNALREP( 
lot = fileloc OUT-, INTERNALREP( 
UNDEF], VU]], 
MP = [/a p f . MD(declof p, f) QP MS(statmof p, f)]. 
Note that FRAME0 is a function that, given two integer arguments, yields a store 
as a result, namely a function’ of two arguments, a framepointer and a location. 
The functions MD and MS (mnemonics for Meaning of Declarations and 
Meaning of Statements, respectively) will be !explained in many details in the 
sequel. For the moment, after noticing that INTERNALREP is a function that 
transforms sequences of numbers into sequences of numerals, we: discuss the 
presence of the constant UNDEF as a mark of “end-of-frame”. Maybe the reader 
expects UU in place of UNDEF. In fact, intuitively, we may say that in the initial 
store every location but fileloc INP and fileloc OUT has an undefined content (i.e. 
VU). Actually what happens is that, for building proofs, we want to test the store 
for the presence of a variable in a frame (a test very simiiar- but not identical-to 
thre test cvrea presented in [39]). In case of absence we do not want to have an 
undefined result for our test, but a false one. So, if lot is a location, f a framepointer 
and s a store, we may say that: 
where d 
ispresent(loc, f, s) = s(f, lot) = UNDEF+ FF, 
d (s(f, lot))-+ TT, uu, 
is the definedness test introduced by Newey in [29]: 
a(X) = TT if X#UU, 
aquu) = uu. 
Note that the test ispresent does not coincide with a ; it behaves like a d’ of this 
kind 
=TT if X$UNDEF, Xf UU, 
efore giving a detailed account of the functions MD and MS, we discuss how 
stores and frames work. 
ES : INTEGER -+ FRAMES, 
ntents for locations are: 
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(1) program texts: they arc stored whenever a function or a procedure declara- _. 
tion are evaluated; or when a function or procedure parameters are encountered in 
a function or procedure activation; 
(2) numeral:\ or sequences of numerals; 
(3) binding information: it is stored in function or procedure activations in order 
to bind the form91 variable parameters to the corresponding actual Farameters. 
The presence of “pieces of syntax” in the store instead of abstract mathematical 
entities gives to this axiomatization of PASCAL an “operational” flavour. The choice 
of storing texts into IocaticTns has been imposed by the fact that LCF is a typed logic 
which does not allow for reflexive domains. For this reason we cannot store 
meaning functions into locations because they may rise type conflicts. When 
tackling the problem of axiomatizing PASCAL in LCF (in order to use the proof 
checker available for this logic) we had two alternatives: either to restrict PASCAL in 
order to have it to fit perfectly into LCF with a completely mathematical 
axiomatization (in the sense of Scott and Strachey [37]) or to remain in the spirit of 
a mathematical semantics as far as possible leaving that much of operational 
appearance that allowed us to work in a typed logic. We have chosen this second 
alternative providing an extensional semantics for PASCAL which, as it will be shown 
later on in the paper, allows to carry out proofs in a reasonable way. . 
The main difference between our axiomatization of the semantics of PASCAL in 
LCF and the Scott and Strachey spirit is in our view of the store. In defining the 
semantics of programming languages they consider two eiltities: environments and 
stores. Environments (se “s, for instance, the description in [39]) are associations of 
identifiers and theiT denotations; identifier denotations “nest” so that, upon leaving 
an “inner” scope the previous environment reverts back. Stores are instead 
associations of locations and values. Contents of locations can be irrevertibly 
updated upon evaluation of expressions and commands. Each expression or 
command is interpreted relative to both an environment and a store. As already 
noted, our notion of store includes the information contained in the store plus 
environment in the sense of Strachey. Our stores consist of frames. 
roposed by Bobrow, constitute an abstract model of a structured 
computer memory. A memory ii a collection of frames with some hierarchical links 
among them. Each frame contains two kinds of information: 
(1) how it is connected to the other frames of the collection, 
(2) information “loc8Y to t 
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A fraae (identified by the number 0) is associated with each PASCAL program. A 
Z&archy (stack) of frames (frame 1,2, a . . ) is generated uring the evaluation of the 
program, each frame being generated whenever a function or procedure is 
activated. The last Qenerated frame, called also the currently active frame is 
removed from the t$;)p of the stack when the function or procedure activation is 
over. The :lnigue (increasing) number associated with each frame implicitly defines 
the cont& ii& (i.e. the link from f to the frame which has generated it, namely the 
frame where a prcJce&ne or function activation has set UP f). Each frame contains 
also an QCC~SS [ink. The access link points to the frame where the free variables of 
the function or prcmxiure being activated are bound.** The access link and control 
link exactly correspond to the static and dynamic links used in ]33]. _ 
To the reader who has some knowledge of [33] and wants to compare the 
concepts involved in the frame model and in that stack implementation of ALGOL 60 
we say that each frame corresponds to a piece of stacked working storage. The 
control (dynamic) link is implicitly defined by the progressive number associated 
with a frame. Each frame i contains, explicitly memorized in one of its locations, an 
access (static) link, namely the a-link location of a frame i contains the numeral j
corresponding to the frame where the currently activated procedure (function) has 
been declared, hence where its free variables are bound. 
Each frame contains information relative to the procedure or function being 
activated: first of all, that relative to its parameters. A binding location is created 
for each variable parameter where the corresponding actual parameter is storf d. 
Moreover, information is stored for value parameters, procedure and function 
parameters. These parameters are dealt with in a way very similar to newly 
declared items. We omit the description here because it is cumbersome; the 
interested reader may guess it from the description of MD or he may find it in [2]. 
Each frame contains also information for each one of the items declared in the 
function or procedure being activated. Finally, each frame contains a location for 
storing the vahre of each variaN;: local to the procedure or function being activated. 
CzBPk g rfiPatioii s cre;ited when the variable is first assigned a value. The locations LUYLIu 1”~s .s 
that are accessible from within a frame are found by foPlowing the chain of access 
links (static chain). Each frame consists of two partsY although they have not been 
formally distinguished: one corresponds to the environment, the other one to the 
store, jh the above seen sense. Obviously the frame numbered 0 differs from any 
other frame because it is the only one whish has locations for storing input and 
output data. 
So:&e results attained by our model of the memory are worth noting. my clearly 
out the hierarchy of procedure activations we straightforwardly model the 
11 e call 
parameters 
free variables of a 
nor local variables. 
procedure the variables occurring in its text which are neither formal 
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static scoping of PASCAL (that is the ALGOL-like lexical scoping of variable 
bindings’*). Furthermore, this model is easily applicable to other programming 
languages with LB&her control disciplines (like the dynamic one) and it is easily 
extensible to non hierarchical control regimes (work is presently in progress, see for 
instance [3]). 
Our model of the store, far from being fully abstract, may be considered an 
lementation model. It is close to the “stack semantics” discussed in 1231, which 
hds there been proved equivalenr to the fu’lly abstract “standard semantics”. For 
bpevity sake, we cannot include the description of all the semantics axioms: they are 
about 50 (120 lines of LCF code!). They have been divided into many levels, for 
increasing readability: we have the set of the (already seen) top-level axioms, 
axioms for defining the meaning of each PASCAL declaration and statement, axioms 
for the evaluation of arithmetic and boolean expressions, and some auxiliary 
axioms for the set-up of frames, of parameter bindings, for the type checking of 
variables and for the manipulation (access and updating) of the store. In what 
follows only the more interesting axioms will be described. As already noted PASCAL 
programs as well as PASCAL procedures and functions have two parts, a declaration 
part and a statenlent part. The declaration part of a program text is given a meaning 
through MD. 
MD = [A d f. MDEF(d, f) 8 MDEC(d, f), 
MDEF QF. [hdf. 
isemptyst d+ ID, 
istypedef d + CREAT(f, namof d, typof d), 
iscnipnd d + F(fstof d, f) @ F(rmdof d, f), ID]], 
MDEC = [aF . [hdf. 
isemptyst d + 
isvardecl d + CREAV(f, namof d, typof d, f), 
isgrocdecl d + CREAP(f, namof d, prspof d, f), 
isfundecl d --) CREAF(f, namof d, fnspof d, typeof d, f, f), 
iscmpnd d + F(fstof d, f) @ F(rmdof d, f), ID]]. 
IBID is the composition of MDEF, which defines the semantics of type definitions 
and MDEC, which defines the semantics of variable, procedure and function 
declarations. C EAT, CREAV, C and CREAF create locations into the 
currently active <rame for storing information relative to type defi 
declarations, rocedure and function declarations, respe&ively. 
comments on some of them; the others behave in a similar way. 
'* The stafsc scoping is an alternative to the dynamic scoping of LISP and the globul scoping of 
FORTRAN. It is Aso called lexical or textual because it is the position of a variable declaration in the 
program text: which determines the free variable binding frame. 
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CREAT = jh f n ty s. CREALOC(f, s, typidloc, n, iy)]. 
CREALOC = [h f s lot: n val. ISPRESENT(n, s(f))-+ UW, STORE(f, s, lot n, val)]. 
Each type ty may be given a name r in a type definition. In this case a location 
named typidloc n is added into the currently active frame (by the function STORE) 
and its content is set to ty, provided no other entity named n has already been 
declared in this frame. This test is performed by ISPRESENT. CREAV is very 
similar to CREAT. 
The semantics of a procedure declaration is defined by CREAP: 
CREAP = [Xf n ps fl s . STORE(f, CREALOC(f, s, acclnk, n, fl), proloc n, ps)]. 
The result of CREAP is undefined if n is not a name or something with the same 
name has already been declared. Otherwise two locations are created. One of them, 
whose name is procloc n, contains the list of formal arguments and the text 
associated with that procedure declaration; the other one, whose name is acclnk n, 
contains the frame pointer specifying the irame where the procedure has been 
declared, in this case the currently active frame. In other words, the two 
framepointers f and f31 appearing in CREAP are the same when CREAP is used for 
giving meaning to a procedure declaration. They have been kept distinct because 
CREAP is also used when binding procedure parameters in a procedure or function 
activation, and in that case the two framepointers differ. In the case of CREAF (the 
meaning function for function declarations), the only difference with respect to 
CREAP is that a further location is created into the currently active frame for 
storing the type of the result of the declared function. From the definition of 
MDEC and the other LCF functions describing the semantics of the declarations, it
follows that the order in which declarations are made is not relevant. If the 
identifiers being declared are different and no other locations have been declared 
with these names the same store is obtained, independently of the order. This fact 
has been proved with a machine checked proof. This is slightly more general than 
the d:efrnition of PASCAL in [I&44,45], which requires that all the variable 
declarations must appear before the function and procedure declarations. This 
property of MIX&: has been proved with a machine checked proof. This is an 
instance of property of the semantics of the entire language that can be stated and 
proved in LCF. 
e meaning function for statements we describe the evalua- 
tion of expressions. An LCF function can either evaluate to an object or to a truth 
value, but not both. For this reason we cannot introduce a unique evaluation 
function for aritflmetic and boolean expressions. So, as said in Section 2.1, we have 
evaded expressions into arithmetic and boolean and introduced two evaluation 
etic expressions are given a meaning by rvI whose type is 
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= farF. [Ae f s . 
isconst e --) MCONST e, 
isexpr e --+ isunary(opof e) -+ MOP I(opof e, F(argfof e, f, s)), 
isbinary(opof e) + MOP2(opof e, F(arglof e, f, s), 
F(arg”Lof e, f, s)), 
isvariabie  * FETCI-IV(e, f, s), 
isfundes e -+ RETURN(succ f, MF(namof e, actargof e, f, s)), UU, UU]]. 
We now comment on each branch of the conditional appearing in the above 
recurscbre definition. Remember that arithmetic expressions are written in an 
abstracf syntactic form and they may be either a numerical constant or a unary 
opeI*askor applied to an expression, or a binary operator applied to two arguments 
(i.e. ~‘,vo arithmetic expressions) or a variable, or a function designator (which 
ca*ises a function to be activated). 
‘Yre abstract syntactic representation of numbers is defined by the combinator ie 
nlh numconst. If n is a number, mknumconst n is the corresponding numeral and it 
satisfies the predicate isconst. Numerals are evaluated by MCONST, which returns 
e corresponding number. 
MCONST = [ hx . isconst x -+ numof x, VU]. 
A.,:+hmetic operator symbols appear explicitly in expressions and satisfy the 
predicate isunary or isbinary according to the number of arguments the correspond- 
ing operator ‘expects. 
When evaluating arithmetic expressions MEXPR checks whether the operator 
symbol is unary or binary, then MOP1 or MOP2 evaluates them and applies the 
corresponding value to the argument(s) evaluated recursively. 
MOBl=[hx.x =pplus-*hx.x, =pminus*A~(O-x), 
x = phlsl --) succ, x = minus1 -3 pred, VU] 
MOP2 = [Ax. I; = plus+ + , x = miints4 - , x = times+ *, 
x =div+f,x = mdr + mod, UU] 
41 the arithmetic o;\r:rators appearing in the above definitions are functions 
defined on integers, axiomatized by Newey in [29]. 
If the expression to be evaluated is a variable, then the corresponding value is 
retrieved from the store by V. It tests whether or not the variable name has 
been declared in the (current frame. If this is the case, the cxxres onding value is 
fetched in the current frame (it will be the variab?> has been declared, 
but no value has beer assigned to that 
declared in the cur~er\f frame and the 
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parameter in ths preceding frame. If that variable name is not found in the binding 
locations, the variable is free in that procedure or function activation, hence 
FETCI-IV applies recursively to the same variable in the frame where the 
procedure or function in execution has been declared, hence where its free 
variables are bound. 
If the expression to be evaluated is a function designator, then a new frame is set 
up. The function is evaluated by MF and its value is retrieved by RETURN in a 
special location of that frame named FUNV, 
RETURN = [ hf s . ISI ,OCAL(FUNV, s(f)) -+ s(f, FUNV), VU] 1. 
The value of a function is in fact stored in a location named FWNV, which is created 
;a a frame if it is set up by a function activation. It is assumed that the translator 
from concrete to abstract syntax for PASCAL programs substitutes FUNV for the 
function identifier in the left-hand side of any assignment, in the function body, in 
order to do the assignment of the function value to that location (see the definition 
of the semantics of the assignment). 
In the definition of MS it will be shown how, after the evaluation of a procedure, 
the frame set up for this evaluation is removed from the store by the function 
CLEAR. This clearing operation is not necessary after the evaluation of expres- 
sions because, as it will be evident from the definition of MS and ASSIGN, no 
memory is kept of the store where functions are evaluated. 
The evaluation of boolean expressions is very similar to that of arithmetic 
expressions. It is performed by MBEXPR: 
MBEXPR : BEXPR x INTEGER x STORES -+ TV, 
MBEXPR = [olF. [he f s . 
(e = true)+ TT, 
(e = false)+ FF, 
isbexpr e -+ isbunary(bopof e) --) MBOPl(bopof e, F(barglof e, f, s)), 
isbbinary(bopof e) + MBOP2(bopof e, F(barglof e, f, s), 
F(barg2of e, f, s)), 
isrelop(bopof e)-, RELOP(bopof e, R(arglof e, f, s), 
MEXPR(arg2of e, f, s)), WU, VU]]. 
‘false’ are the abstract syntactic representations of the boolean constants 
If the expression to be evaluated is the constant true, then it 
can expressions 
arithmetic ones. 
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MS : PROGS x INTEGER x STORES + STORES, 
MS=[cwF.[Xst f. 
isemptyst st + ID, 
iscqnd st -+ 
isemptyst(fstof st) * F(rmdof st, f), 
isread(fstof St)-% READ(namof(fstof st), f) @ F(rmdof st, f), 
iswrite(fstof st) -+ WRITE(namof(fstof st), f) QP F(rmdof st 9 f), 
isass(fstof St)+ ASSIGN(lhsof St), MEXPR(rhsof(fstof St), f), f) 
~9 F(rmdof st, f), 
isproccall(fstof st)-, [As. MPB(PROCFAL(namof(fstof st), f, s), 
actargof(fstof st), f, 5, 
namof(fstof St))] @ 
[hs . MD(PROCDECL(namof(fstof st), f, s), 
succ f, s)] Q9 
[As. F(PROCBODY(namof(fstof st), f, s), 
succ f, s)] @ 
CLEAR(succ f) @ F(rmdof st, f), 
iscond(fstof st) + COND(MBEXPR(testof(fstof st), f), 
F(thenof(fstof st), f), F(elseof(fstof st), f)) 8 
F(rmdof st, f), 
iswhile(fstof st) + WHILE(MBEXPR(testof(fstof st), f), 
F(bodyof(fstof st), f)) @ F(rmdof st, f), 
isrepeat(fstof st) + REPEAT(F(bodyof(fstof st), f), 
MBEXPR(mkbexprl(not, testof(fstof St)), f)) 
@ F(rmdof st, f) 
isforto[fstof st) --) FORTO(indexof(fstof st), lbof(fstof st), 
ubof(fstof st), F(bodyof(fstof st), f), f) 
@ F(rmdof st, f), 
istordn(fstof st)+ FORDN(indexof(fstof st), ubof(fstof St), 
lbof(fstof st), F(bodyof(fstof st), f), f), 
@ F(rmdof st, f), UU, VU]]. 
The definition of S has the form oi a nested conditional; each branch ccrrcspofids 
to a statement the language. Note that MS fined only 3n t 
statement ES, whose meanr’ng is the identity H Xx. JZ, and on co 
ne on its first ele 
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ASSIGN = [al:. [An v f s. 
n = FWNV + IS,4DMISVAL(s(f, typeloc FUNV, v(s)) 
+ STORE(f, s, FUNV, v(s)), UU, 
iSIN’IYPE(n, v, f, s) + STORtijf, s, LOCOFVAR(n, f, s), v(s) 
istopf(f) -+ UU, 
ISFUNFR(f, s, NEWFP(n, f, s))* F(VARBNDTO(n, f, s), v, 
NEWFP(n, f, s), s), UU]]. 
First of all a test is done to see whether the location to be assigned is FUNV, i.e. if 
we are assigning the value to a function identifier in a function activation. In this 
case if the typeloc FUNV (i.e. the location where the type of the activated function 
is stored) is present in the current frame and the value v is an admissible value for 
that function (i.e. is of the appropriate type) the combinator STORE stores v(s) in 
thus; location named FUNV. Otherwise ASSIGN returns the undefined store. If n is 
not FUNV, then the current frame is checked. If n has been declared in it and the 
value v matches writh its type (this check is performed by the predicate ISINTYPE), 
then the assignment takes place. A type mismatch makes the assignment return the 
undefined store. If n is not &a! to the current frame, it may be a name parameter 
or a free variabIle for that frame. In both cases ASSIGN applies recursively with a 
mechanism quite similar to FETCHV. ‘The only difIerence is that here a test is done 
by ISFUNFR to see if the assignment may cause a side effect in a fur&on 
activation. 
ISFUNFR 2~ [orF . [hf s nf . ISLOCAL(FUNV, s(f))+ FF, pred f = nf + TT, 
F(pred f, s, nf)]]. 
ISFUNFR checks if any frame between those pointed to by f and nf is a function 
frame, i.e. if FUNV is local to it.13 
By looking at the definition of MS we see that, when a procedure statement is 
executed, the auxiliary combinators PROCFAL, PROCBODY, PROCDECL are 
used for fetching the formal argument list, the declaration part and the statement 
part of the activated procedure. When a procedure is activated, its formal 
arguments are bound to the actual arguments in a new frame obtained by increasing 
the current framepointer by 1. In such a frame a location alnk is creaEed containing 
the pointer to the frame where the procedure has tzen declared. The set up of the 
rame and the binding of the parameters is done by MPB: 
PB = [h fa aa f s n . BIND(fa, aa, succ f, MAKFRAME (PFLNK(n, f, s),succ f, s))]. 
E sets uzp a new frame and creates the location alnk in it. 
D performs all the parameter bindings. At the end of the procedure activation 
rrespondent frame is deleted by CLEAR: 
r axi~~~afizati~~ functions cannot produce side e 
introdmzd because we want to reject t ose. PASCAL prqg-amc, :.Flar gr&sce side 
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Concerning the meaning of structured statements, we limit ourselves to com- 
menting the conditional and repeat statements; the ortiers are either fairly routk 
or somewhat roublesome and requiring a pretty ‘long discussion. In both caszs they 
may be found in [2]. 
The conditional statement in PASCAL has two forms: if* l l then, 
if l l l then l l l else. In the abstract syntactic form the conditional has always an else 
part. possibly the empty statement ES. Its semantics is defined by COND, 
COND = [hq f g s. (q(s) -+ f(s), g(s))]. 
X~,SC t is a repetition statement whose abstract syntactic form is 
mkrepeat(body, teut). 
1~s meaning may be inform4ly described as: the piece of text body is repeatedly 
executed until the condition test becomes true. The LCF axiom defining its 
sle ,nan tics is 
REPEAT = [olF. [hb t . b @COND(t, F(b., t), ID)]. 
5 Examples of praof > 
3.1. Some mnchk checked properties of the axiomatization 
In this section we present some machine checked properties of our axiomatiza- 
tion. This list does not claim to be exhaustive. We have checked some properties 
which seemed to us essential for the axiomatization to be acceptable, and few 
others revealed to be uTefu1 in deriving properties of programs. 
First, we have proved that MS is stricr 011 the store, namely that 
Vst f . MS(st, f, VU) = UU, 
i.e. for any statement st and framepointer f, the meaning function MS gives the 
totally undefined store as result, if it is given the totally undefined store as an 
argument. We do not show the proof here as it is a single LCF simplification using 
ahe lemma 
Vt a b . (t a, b) (UU) = (t ---) a(UU), b(UU)) 
which may be proved in LCF quite straightforwardly. The theorem should not be 
regarded as trivial however, as it requires 208 substitutions.‘4 Without the LCF 
simplifier, this proof would have been over 1000 steps long. This is an important 
theorem because it shows that our interpretation of statements behaves correctly, 
“GZven an awff A = 8 and a wff W, b!l substitution we mean the replacement of B for A for all the 
occurrence.; of A in IV. Substitutions (as well as p-conversions and other simplifications) are 
automatically performed by the simplificak : 4gorithm. Thz J implification set (i.e. the set of all the 
atis to be used in substitutions) is defined by the user. 
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in the sense that it is not allowed to “create” information from nothing, i.e. the 
empty store (VU). This seems to us a minimal requirement for MS to be acceptable. 
In fact, we do not consider easonable a definition of S that, for instance, allows 
les to be assigned a value if they h not been previously declared. 
ortant and useful property S that has been proved is that it is an 
with respect o mkcmpnd: 
t 1 st2 f. MS(append(st 1, st2), f) = MS(st 1, f) @ MS(st2, f), 
where append concatenates pieces of program texts (it is identical to its homonym 
in LISP). Aso this property is a minimal requirement for MS to be acceptable. In 
fact, it guarantees that MS behaves correctly with respect to sequencing of 
statements. Informally, we may say that the above theorem asserts that, if st is the 
statement part of a program p, and if we cut st into two parts stl and st2, the 
meaning function of the entire st may be olbtained by evaluating the meaning 
unctions of stl and st2 separately, and then composing these two meaning 
functions. The proof of this theorem is based on an induction on NIS and a case 
analysis on the first element of stl. The list of commands to generate it is quite 
long’” even if it is conceptually very simple. 
esides the already mentioned theorems stating that type definitions and 
rations are ind-eependent of he order in which they appear in a program text 
ch is false for some PASCAL compilers), we have proved some other miscellane- 
ous facts and all thie equivalences on repetitive statements contained in the first 
definition of PASCAL [44]. These properties have been checked because, in giving an 
axiomatization of PASCAL in LCF our aim was to be as close as possible to the 
informal definition of that language. The properties of the repetitive statements 
reported in [4 ] are listed below. Note that the properties characterizing the two for 
statements are somewhat unpleasant and do not correspond to the expected 
aviour of these two statements. ere we cannot enter into a detailed discussion 
ut the for statement in PASCAL: referto[2]fora ratherdetpaileddiscussion of 
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begin S; 
if e then 
repeat S until e; 
end 
(3) f or v := el to e2 do S; 
is equivaler,; to 
if el s e2 then 
begin v:- el; S; 
f or v:==succ(v) to e2 do S; 
end- 
(4) f or v := el downto e2 do S; 
is equivalent o 
if elae2 then 
begin v := el; S;. 
f or v:=pred(a) downto e2 do S; 
end 
The LCF theorems tha check the validity of these properties for MS are: 
VS. MS(mkcmpnd(nAwhile(e, S), ES)) = 
MS(mkcmpnd(mkcond(e, append(S, mkcmpnd(mkwhile(e, S), ES)), ES), ES)), 
VS f . MS(mkcmpn: ‘(mkrepeat(S, e), ES), f) = 
MS(append(S, 
mkcmpnd(mkcond(mkbexprl(not, e); 
mkrepeat(S, e), ES), ES), 
Vel e2 S f . MS(mkcmpnd(mkforto(i, el e2, st), ES), f) = 
MS(mkcmpn~(mkcond(mkrel(%seq, el, e2), 
mkcmpnd(mkass(i, el), 
mpnd(mkforto(i, mkexprl(plus1, i), e2, S), ES)) . 
tiiel e2 S f . MS(mkcmpnd(mkfordn(i, el e?, S), ES), f) = 
MS(mkcr:~pnd(mkcond(mkrel(;req, eS, e2), 
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3.2. 7’he CL Garth y Airline ” reservation system 
3.2.1. §tat~me~t of the problem 
correctness of a simple reservation system, for example that for the 
y Airline” has been suggested by John McCarthy as an example of a 
t solved by any proposed system for proving properties of programs. 
rthy Airline” has only one plane with only one seat. Unfortunately, 
there are two customers! ach of them sometimes makes a reservation. The plant: 
never flies. Passengers, tired of waiting for the departure of the plane may cancel, 
then they may try again.. . . 
I 
A program for the reservation system of such a company must output, at each 
instant of time, the situation of the seat (and of the waiting list) according to the 
request inputed up to that time. 
A reservatiorj system is a kind of “real time” program in the sense that it deals 
+th a potenially infinite stream of input data “read” at successive instants of time. 
ach time a datum is input an output datum is produced. We cannot consider a real 
ogram as a never terminating process which reads continuously from an 
vice and processes data one at a time. In fact, in our definition of the 
ntics of PASCAL, the rnzaning of a nontenminating program is just the undefined 
function.‘” For this reason we consider a real-time program as a continuous process 
that goes on until the input stream stops (i.e. until some kind of “end-of-sequence” 
is encouniered). From the previous section we remem er that the meaning of a 
program is a function which mapq ;; finite input seq nce into a finite <rutput 
sequence. The problem of proving a real time program correct is then reduced to 
that it behaves correctly (according to some specification) for input 
es of any length. In other words, we express the fact that: at each instant of 
e program ““answers” in the right way by stating that it behaves correctly on 
of any length. An extensional semantics cannot express the 
ut by talking of sequences of any length we think we 
nal representation of a continuing process. 
tizatisn of PASCAL presented in section 2 de only with integers. For 
a PASCAL program for the “ Cart hy Airtine” which 
resenting data as shown in 
er a pair of integers (request, passenger). If a 
e a reservation and the only seat is already booked, his 
i , 
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Table 1 




















reserved for passenger 1 
reserved for passenger 2 
nobody is waiting 
passenger 1 is waiting 
passenger 2 is waiting 
cancellation 
reservation 
the seat is written in the output buffer. The program stops when the input buffer is 
empty: i.e. yihen an element extraneous to the input sequence is found. No 
assutnption is made on the kind of request processed: the customer is alway& right, 
he nray twice cancel a reservation or reserve the seat that was already assigned to 
him and the program recesses his request correctly. 
A PASCAL program for the “McCarthy Airline” reservation system is the 
following: 
begin 






if rq # 3 
then begin 
if rq = 1 
then if st = 0 v st = ps 
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The program consists of an initialization part in which the initial status of the seat 
and the waiting hst (presumably both 0) are input, and of a repeat loop. The body of 
the loop consists of reading new data, updating the status of the seat and the waiting 
list, and then writing the status of the seat into t e output buffer. An extraneous 
value in the input sequence, in this case the __. num er 3, stops the repetition. Since 
the correctness is proved by induction on the repetitive statement, the proof 
becomes easier by strengthening the induction hypothesis by avoiding the use of 
constants throughout he program. For this reason in the program the initial status 
the seat and that of the waiting list appear as variables rather than constants. 
nce they appear as universally quantified variables in the statement of the 
theorem to be proved and can be properly instantiated. Actually, the proved 
theorem is stronger than the desired one (see footnote 8 for a short discussion of 
this strengthening technique). 
3.2.2. e proof of the (partial) correctness in LCF 
In LCF it is possible tu state and prove; the correctness of the above presented 
PASCAL program with i; machine checked proof. Due to the limitations of the 
proof-checker used for checking it, it has been divided into two sub-proofs. Very 
often in fact, in order ‘.o prove in LCF that 
it must be proved separately that 
AC an d CA. 
e two theorems to be proved in LCF in order to prove the correctness of the 
cCarthy Airline are then stated as 
isq osq p q. iswfsq(isq) : : iswfos(osq) : : isint(p) : : isint(q) : : 
Y, p, q, isq, osq) CBOOKINC(p, q, isq, osq) 
an 
fsq(isq) : : iswfos(ssq) : : isint(p) : : isint(q) : : 
, isq, osq) c A ’ P, 9 isq, osq) 
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We now explain all the predicates and functions appearing in the statement of the 
theorem. The well-formedness of the input sequence is defined by the predicate 
iswfsq (is-well-formed-sequence) which assures that the input sequence is a 
sequence of pairs whose first element is a 0 or a 1 and the second a 1 or a 2 and there 
is a pair whose first element is 3, the special value which stops the process. 
iswfsq E [arF. [Xsq . (ell(sq) = 3)+ TT, iseof sq -+ LJl_J, isrqst (ell sq) 3 
isprsn (el2 sq) --, F!taill sq), FF, FF]] 
CITY ere the selectors ell, e12, taill, anc.i the predicates isrqst (isrequest) and isprsn 
(isperson) are define 
ell = xx. fstof x, 
e12 = AZ. ell (rmdof x ), 
tail1 = hx . rmdof(rmdof x ), 
isrqst = .ax. (x = 0) v (x = I), 
isprsn = Ax. (x = 1) v (x = 2). 
The output sequence appears explicitly in the statement of correctness, since a 
PASCAL program is a procedure with two formal parameters, the input file and the 
output file. The initial value of the output file will presumably be E0F (end of file), 
but any sequence of integers is acceptable. The well-formedness of the initial 
content of the output file is defined by the predicate iswfos (is-well-formed-output- 
sequence): 
iswfos = [arF .[hos. iseof OS * TT, isint(fstof OS) -+ F(rmdof OS), FF,]] 
The definitions of the combinators APPLY and LIST are: 
APPLY = A p x y is OS. FUNCT(p, OS, LIST(x, y, is)), 
LIST = h x y is. mkpair(x, mkpair(y, is)). 
FUNCT is the combinator which “interprets” a PASCAL program p in a store 
where the input and output buffers have been initialized, and it is 
Se,, tizn 2.2. The fact that, at each moment, the seat is reserve 
is expressed in LlCF by the function 
15 ‘KING = [ah:. [hst WI sq OS. 
where stu ate) aret; as: 
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stupdt = hsq st wl. (ell sq = fj+t = 0) v (st = e12 sqj+el2 sq,st, 
(st = 0) v (st = e12 sqj + St, wl), 
WlUpdt 3 A Sq St Wl, (dl Sq = 1)4 (St = 0) V (St = eI2 sqj4 WI, el2 sq, 0 
The: abstract syntactic form*’ of the program appearing in the statement of the 
theorem with the name McCarthy is the following: 
cCARTHY = mktext(DP, SP), 
P = mkcmpnd(mkvardecl(w1, INT), mkcmpnd(mkvardecl(st, INT), 
mkcmpnd(mkvardecl(rq, INT), mkcmpnd(mkvardec!(ps, IINT), ES)))), 
SP = mkcmpnd(m read(wl), mkcmpnd(mkread(stj, 
mkcmpnd(mkrepeat(BODY, mksel(eq, rq, mknumconst(3))), ES))), 
BODY = mkcmpndfmkread rq, mkcmpnd(mkcond(mkrel(eq, rq, mknumconst(3)), 
ES, mkcompnd(mkread ps, SEATWPDAT!Zj), ES)), 
SEATUPDATE = 
mkcmpnd(mkcond(mkrel(eq, rq, mknumconst l)? 
mkcmpnd(mkcond(mkbexpr2jor, mkreI(eq, st, mknumconst Oj, 
mkrel(eq, st, ps)), 
mkcmpnd(mkass(st, psj, ES), mkcmpnd(mkass(w1, psj, ES)), ES), 
mkcrnpnd(mkcond(mkbe~pr2(or, mk el(eq, st, mknumconst 0), 
mkbexprl (not, mkrel(eq, st, ps))), 
mkcmpnd(mkassjw1, mknumconst 0, ES), 
mkcmpnd(mkass(st, wlj, 
mkcmpnd(mkass(w1, mknumconst 0, ES))), ES)), 
mkcmpnd(mkwrite st, ES)). 
he proof is done by induction on the repetitive statement after it has been 
once. This means that the induction on the loop is performed in the store 
statements have been evaluated and the body of the loop has 
. In fact the initializa;ion of the variables “request” and 
e within the body of the repetition statement; hence by going 
the loop once, the two locations for storing the request and the passenger 
w stream is stored into them. This makes it 
aduction hypothesis which allows one to 
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conclude the proof by induction. (In fact, if the induction is performed before going 
through the loop, the stores appearing in the hypothesis and t e thesis of the 
induction step differ in the absence and presence (respectively) of two locations. 
The LCF commands for proving the above theorem are the following: 
TRY SIMPL; 
TRY INDUCT .REPEAT; 
TRY 1 SPREF; 
TRY CASES 1 (ell(isq) = 3); 
TRY 3 SIMPL; 
TRY 2; USE ARITHl, - I, - 7; QED; 
TRY 1 SIMPL; 
LABEL INDUCT; 
TRY 2 SPREF; 
S i (ell(isq) = 3); 
TRY 3 SIMPL; 
TRY 2; leJSE ARITHl, - 1, - 7; QED; 
SS+ .COND, .ID; 
APPT4 .INDUCT, tail1 isq, mkpa.ir(stupdt(isq, p, q), osq), 
stupdt(isq, p, q), wlupdt(isq, p, q); 
SIMPL - 1; 
TRY; QED; 
They have been col?ied from the file actually used for running the proof. We have 
reported them here to give the reader the feeling theAt a proof in LCF is not very 
long to generate, i.e. the user has not too much to type. This does not mean that 
such a sequence asf commands is easy to generate, it means only that the user is 
relieved of tedious typing. The above commands present all the idiosyncracies of 
the current im ementation of LCF. For instance, labels for proof-steps a 
prefixed by a n” indicates the last-but-n-th line in the proof. The comm 
SIMPL, CAS UCT are (we hope!) self-explaining: for 
description. The tactic SPREF is not described in [24 
we refer to [24] 
stripping”, i.e. if you have to prove the t 
Vx. pl(~:) : : . . . on(x) : : A(x) = 
try to prove: 
. . 
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where A’(.x) and B’(x) are the result of SIMPLifying A(x) and B(x) according to 
the rules presently included in the simpset SS (namely the set of equations and 
theorems to be used as auxiliary deduction rules). The command USE (see [24]) 
allows the user to instantiate previously proved theorems: in this case theorem 
ARITW. 
The list of commands closely reflects the structure of the program. The printout 
of this proof is shown in Appendix 3. Since it may appear somewhat discouraging to 
those not familiar with the printing routines of the LCF running at Stanford, we 
give a short account of the proof itself. For those very willing to read the appendix, 
note that the proof starts with a step number around 300. In fact, all the axioms for 
arithmetic, logical operators, the axioms for the syntax of PASCAL and for its 
semantics are part of the proof and are listed first (surprisingly or not, they are 
about 300!). In the printout, the proof seems much longer than it actually is. In fact, 
each statement is written twice: when it is stated as a goal and when it is proved. 
The first command simplifies the goal using the simplification set containing all 
the axioms whicil define the abstract syntax of PASCAL, and the function which 
define the program. The goal obtained after the first simplification is: 
Visq osq p q. iswfsq(isq) : : iswfos(osq) : : isint(p) : : isint(q) : : 
OUTPUT[l (MEXPRQrq, 0, MS(BODY, 0, READ(st, 0, READ(wl,O, 
FRAMEl(p, q9 isq, osq))))) = 3)3 REPEAT(MS(BODY, 0), ’ 
MBEXPR(mkbexprl(not, mkrel(eq, rq, mknumconst(3))), 0), 0, 
MS(BODY, 0, READ(st, 0, READ(w1, 0, FRAMEl(p, q, isq, osq))))), 
MS(BODY, 0, READ(st, 0, READ(wl,O, FRAMEl(p, q, isq, osq))))) C 
BOOKING(p, q, isq, osq) 
This is read as follows: for all well-formed input and output sequences and all 
integer p and q representing the initial values of the.waiting list and the seat, the 
output sequence obtained by reading the output file after the program has been 
evaIuated in the initial store FRAME1 is equal to the LCF function BOOKING or 
is undefined. 
The combinator FRAME1 is introduced to increase the readability of the goal. It 
describes the store after the declarations are evaluated 
FR 1 = [A x y sq OS. [Xf. (f = 0)+ [bloc. 
lot = typeloc ps+ INT, 
lot = typeloc Tq + INT, 
lot = typelr4c st + INT, 
lot = typeloc wl+ 
lot = fileloc IW+ 
lot = fileloc OUT 
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the output. Sequences of integers are internally represented as sequences of 
numerals. The memory obtained after the body has been evaluated once is the 
value of 
MS(BODY, 0, READ(st, 0, READ(wl,I), FRAMEl(p, q, isq, osq)))) 
The goal is prove by induction on the combinator REPEAT which defines the 
semantics of the repeat statement. The base case of the induction is proved by first 
usqng the command SPREF. A case analysis on the value of the test which controls 
he repeat loop is then performed. If the test is false (the input sequence is over) a 
straightforward simplificstio3 proves the goal. Theorem ARITHl asserts that the 
*ect cannot have an undefined value, since a well-formed input sequence has only 
!:,.egers as elements. The undefined case is so prolued by using this theorem. If the 
is true, the left-hand side becomes OUTPUT( which is UU and is less then 
OKING. 
The inductive step is proved in a similar way. Aftr;r SPREFing the goal, a case 
analysis is done on the value of the test which controls the loop. Three subgoals are 
produced. The false and the undefined case are proved in exactly the same way as 
the base case. The anly non trivial case is the one in which the loop goes on. It is 
proved bv an appropriate and trivial instantiation of the inductive hypothesis. * 
Appendix 1 
The syntax of LCF sentences is described in detail in [24]. Here we give only an 
informal description of the Iangauge, its interpretation and enough of the abbrevia- 
tion conventions to make the formulas of this paper intelligible to those not familiar 
with LCF., 
There are two kinds of base variables and constants in LCF; those that range 
over individuals and those that range over truth values. Each term ht;s an associated 
type. If t is a term and cr its associated type symbol, we write 2 : cr. IND and TV are 
type symbols. If D and T are type symbols, then SC is ((++ CT). We -write x : IND and 
x : TV for x of type individual and truth values, respectively. There are variables 
and constants for each different ype symbol; the variable symbols of different ypes 
are supposed to be disjoint. There are three constants of type TV. They are TT for 
true, FF for false and UU for undefined. 
Terms are formed as follows: 
(I) If x : (B is a variable and t : a then hx. t : (a+ 7) is a term whose interpretation 
is a function from things of type cr into fhicg5 o Ax.Ay.t is 
abbreviated by .Cx y . t. 
(2) If r : (o+ T) and s : CT then r(s) : T. We inter 
the function e fre 
lyin 
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formed as (p + q, r), where p : TV 
undefined truth value the conditonal 
the same as UU. 
and q and r are of the same type. On the 
is undefined, i.e. for all q and r, (VU-, y, r) is 
(4) Terms are also built up using the Iesst fixed point operator h. If x : ct is a 
variable and s : u’--, u then Xx. s(x) is a term representing the least fixed point of 
the functional s. 
As an example, the more usual definition of the factorial function 
fact(n)+if x = 0 then 1 else n * fact(n - 1) 
becomes in LCF: 
af. hn.(n = O+ 1, 92 *f(n - 1)). 
Atomic well formed formulas (or awffs) are formed by joining two terms using = 
or C, i.e. if t and s are terms, then r = s and t C s are awffs. r = s means that the 
functions denoted by t and s are the same, In a full sdescription of the theory, there 
is also a partial order between functions dg:noted b!f terms of the same type. This is 
represented using C. 
LCF also allows two other abbreviations. First, vx. f = g is the same as 
Ax. f = Ax. g. Because terms are interpreted as extensionafly given functions, this 
definition makes sense. The second abbreviation is: P : : Q i- R is the same as 
(P-) Q, VU) - (P --) R, VU). Intuitively, this Is read as: if P is true then Q - R, 
otherwise nothing can be said. 
The induction principl:e valid in LCF may be stated as follows: 
P k Q(UU/x) P, Q t- Q(t lx-j 
Pt-Q([ax.t]lx) 
where x is not free in the atomic formula P and Q(y/x) denotes the result of 
substituting y for all the free occurrence; of x in the atomic formula 
In ECF there is also a FIXP rule that allows for minimal fix-points to 
such: 
Q. 
be used as 
Finally, the cases rule valid in LCF (which is very useful in dealing with 
conditional terms) can be written as follows: 
Of PASCAL aXi 
~Q~~~~~s~ : I3NF Gth the following extensions 
. . , 
1 at l l l is optional; 
{. l 0 >* means 0, 1 or more occurrences of l 0 * . 
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Note : This syntactic defi&ion is patterned after that presented in [15,44,45], the 
only differences bein;; in the order of presentation and in the omission of the 
missing features. To increase readability of the following grammar, productions are 
given a progressive number. Each nonterminal symbol appearing in the right hand 
side of each production is (under) marked with the number associated with the 




3’ (special symbol) 
::=AIB~~~~]Z~a]bl~~~lz 
::=0~1~**~~9 
::= type /array /ofI var I function I procedure I 
true 1 false I INT I if I thn I else I while 1 
do I repeat I until 1 for I to i downto I 
91:1;14:= Itl1l<l>l + I - I*1 
div 1 mod 
4 (identifier) : := (letter) { (letter) I (digit)}” 
1 1 2 
5 (integer) : := { + 1 - } (unsigned integer) 
6 
6 (unsigned integer) : : = (digit)! (digit)}* 
2’ 2 





10 (decIaration part) 
: :r= (block) 
9 
: : = (declaration part) (statement part) 
10 28 
: := { (type definition part) I 
11 
(variable declaration part) 1 
19 
(function declaration) I 
21 




11 (type dehition part) 
12 (type definition) 
(subrange t’ype) 
15 (array type) . 
16 (index type) 
17 (component y 
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: := type (type definition) 
12 
1; (we ition) }* 
12 
: := (identifier) = (type) 
4 13 




: := (integer).  (integer) 
5 5 
l l = array [ (index type) {, (index type) I* ] 5 .
16 16 
of (component ype) 
17 
: := INT 1 (subrange type) 1 (type identifier) 
14 18 
: : .= (type) 
13 
: := (identifier) 
4 
Gable &claratiois 
eclaration part) : := var (variable declaration) 
20 
declaration)}* 
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rocedure heading) (b 
23 (function 
25 
: := function (identifkrj 
4 
{ ((forma1 parameter 
26 
26 
: (result type) 
24 
section) 
section) * )} 
24 t(resuJt ype) 
25 (procedure heading) 
: := INT 1 (subrange type) ( (type identifier) 
14 18 
: : = procedure (identifier) 
4 
{ ((forma1 parameter ' SeCtiN_!! ) 
26 
{ ; (forma1 parameter section) * ) } 
26 
26 (formal parameter section) : := (parameter group) 1 
27 
var. (parameter group) 1 
27 




27 (parameter group) : := (identifier) {, (identifier) * 
4 4 
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38 (component statement) 
31 (statement) 
Simple statements 
32 (simple statement) 
33 (assignment statement) 
34 (function identifier) 
35 (procedure statement) 
36 (procedure identifier) 
37 (empty state 
. .-. . .-- 
. .- . .-. 
(statement) 
31 




: : = (assignment statement) 1 
33 




: : = (variable) : = (arithmetic expression) 1
49 55 




: := (identifier) 
4 
: := (procedure identifier) 
36 
{ ((actual parameter) {, (actual parameter)}* )} 
65 65 
: : = (identifier) 
4 
7 
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itional statement) 
40 (if statement) 
repetitive statement) 
42 (while statemeut) 
43 (repeat statement) 
44 (for statement) 
45 (control variable) 
46 (for list) 
: : = (if statement) 
40 
: : = if (boolean expression) 
59 
then (statement) {else (statement)] 
31 31 
: := (whik statemen 
42 








: := repeat (statement) { ; (statement)}* 
31 31 
until (boolean expression) 
59 




: := (identilier) 
4 
. .= . . 
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riables 
50 (entire variable) 
51 (variable identifier) 
52 (component variable) 
54 (array variable) 
rithmetic expressions 
55 (arithmetic expression) 










[ (arithmetk expression) 
55 









(function designator) 1 
64 






( t ari 
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oolean expressions 
59 {boolean expression) : := (truth value) 1 
60 
{boolean unary operator) 
61 
( (boolean expression) ) [ 
59 
I( (boolean expression)) 
59 
(boolean binary operator) 
62 
( (boolean expression)) 1
59 






60 (truth value) . .- . .- true ) false 
61 (boolean unary operator) : := 1 
62 (boolean binary o water) ::= V/A 
63 (relational operator) : := = ) # ) < ) G ) > / > 
64 (function designator) : := (function identifier) 
34 
{ ( (actual parameter) {, (actual 
6.5 
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